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Rethinking the mechanism of the Social Impact Assessment with the ‘Right To the City’ concept: a case study of the Blue House Revitalization Project in Hong Kong (2006-2012)

Abstract

Over the past two decades, urban renewal has become a major means to increase the efficiency of land production in Hong Kong (HK). Although the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) and Hong Kong Housing Authority (HKHA) have introduced the social impact assessment (SIA) mechanism to mitigate the social impact of renewal projects, social conflicts have intensified between affected residents and the URA/HKHA. To what extent can SIA effectively mitigate the social impacts of urban renewal in Hong Kong HK? To answer this question, the author draws on a mixture of empirical and secondary materials to analyse the development, assessment procedures and report format of SIA in HK as a basis to evaluate the challenges of this mechanism. Then the author goes on to critically analyse how thinking on ‘right to the city’ and affected residents’ comments come together to inform reflections on SIA in HK. The author argues that the SIA mechanism in HK remains technocratic in nature because it does not function effectively in addressing the needs of affected residents and resolving the deep-rooted conflicts between residents’ right of living and pro-growth development.
Introduction

Facing the problem of urban decay, in 2001 the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) delivered an Urban Renewal Strategy (URS) to guide urban renewal projects. Under the URS, the URA is required to conduct social impact assessment (SIA) to alleviate potential undesirable social impacts on affected communities before launching any renewal projects. According to one URA staff member,

We have followed the Urban Renewal Strategy to conduct SIA to assess the impact of a proposed project and the SIA report has been submitted to the Town Planning Board…. the URA not only provides mitigation measures but also arranges social workers to address affected residents’ needs (Town Planning Board, 2006, 31-32).

However, affected residents perceive SIA mechanism as “a legitimization process for property development” (In-depth interview, BH003, 2013) and a “political show to cover social conflicts” (In-depth interview, KT002, 2008). These contradictory views provide an apt entry point for this paper to examine the effectiveness of the SIA mechanism to mitigate social impacts of renewal projects in Hong Kong (HK). This paper has two major objectives: (1) to evaluate the effectiveness and challenges of SIA in the Blue House Revitalization Project in HK and (2) to inform reflections on SIA by incorporating thinking on Henri Lefebvre’s ‘right to the city’ concept and comments from affected residents.

The empirical materials in this paper were collected between 2008 and 2013, during which the authors developed links with affected residents, social workers, government officials and policy makers. The authors conducted in-depth interviews with key actors, including URA staff, affected residents, and social activists. According to Creswell (2007, 131) conducting in-depth interviews helps this research to “describe the meanings” of SIA mechanism from a group of people “who have experienced it”. In-depth interview questions are semi-structured in order to increase the flexibility of the ways in which questions are asked and answered (Denzin and Lincoln 2005). Questions were used to examine the understandings of affected residents, government officials and social workers of the SIA mechanism – for example, “Describe to me, how do you understand the purposes of social impact assessment in the Blue House Revitalization
project?”. Additionally, the authors participated in the government’s public hearings and residents’ monthly meetings to observe how affected residents interact and negotiate with the URA and Housing Authority staff (Dooling 2009, 634). Apart from gathering primary data, the authors conducted archival research by collecting development proposals, policy documents, and reports from the Hong Kong Legislative Council (HKLC), Hong Kong Housing Authority (HKHA), Town Planning Board (TPB) and URA to analyse the practices and strategies of the SIA mechanism in HK.

This paper is divided into two parts. Following the introduction, in part one the author discusses the concept of SIA and elucidates how the concept of ‘right to the city’ can enrich the rights-based approach in SIA. I do this by introducing the concept and implications of SIA in dealing with proposed development, resettlement, and human rights issues. Then the author discusses how the thinking on ‘right to the city’ and affected residents’ perceptions come together to inform thinking on SIA in HK. In part two, the author provides a detailed analysis of the assessment procedures and report format of the SIA mechanism in HK. By using the Blue House Revitalization Project as a case study, I demonstrate the challenges and contradictions between urban renewal and affected residents’ needs in the SIA mechanism. Finally, the author will discuss the implications of the ‘right to the city’ in considering urban futures and provide policy recommendations to improve SIA practices in HK.

**Part One: The concept of Social Impact Assessment**

The term SIA refers to the “processes of analyzing, monitoring and managing the intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative” of development projects (Vanclay et al. 2015, 1). To evaluate the socio-economic impacts of development projects, urban planners have adopted SIA to alleviate developmental impacts, understand different stakeholders’ perceptions, and promote social justice at large (Cooke and Kothari 2001; Ng and Hui 2007; Taylor et al. 2004). Through this risk-assessment method, urban planners can develop comprehensive qualitative and quantitative indicators to estimate, predict, and report on any social changes associated with development projects (Vanclay 2003; Vanclay et al. 2015). Although the concept of SIA has been widely applied in the planning field, practitioners keep critically rethinking
the concept, procedure, and practice of SIA. To engage stakeholders in the analysis of social impact, Lockie (2001) suggests that SIA practitioners should consider conflicting interests and values among stakeholders in the development project. Vanclay et al. (2015, 20) further explain that practitioners can (1) provide better understandings of the local values and experiences of different stakeholder groups; (2) help affected residents understand the planned intervention and its implications; and (3) invite affected residents to enhance the design of the development projects. Drafting an Impact and Benefit Agreement (IBA) is one of the effective ways in which SIA practitioners can involve affected stakeholders effectively in the decision making and planning of mitigation processes. The IBA is a legally-binding agreement among the community, a developer, and the government to co-produce an understanding of expected negative impacts, mitigation measures, and the social investments that the developer and government will contribute (Vanclay et al. 2015, 85). For instance, the government of Northwest Territories in Canada negotiated with developers and aboriginal communities by drafting an IBA to create more room for indigenous communities to participate in development projects and dispense development benefits and social responsibilities more equitably (Caine and Krogman 2010; Galbraith et al. 2007; O’Faircheallaigh and Corbett 2005). The IBA provides an effective participation method to consider communities’ interests, to develop guidelines for development-induced displacement, and to provide on-going monitoring of potential social impacts (Vanclay and Esteves 2011). The reflections of IBA provide insights for this research to evaluate whether the practice of SIA in HK can provide an effective participation mechanism to engage affected residents in “decision-making processes that are meaningful to them” (Vanclay et al. 2015, 22). For development induced displacement, there is a strong emerging international understanding of the principles which SIA practitioners should consider: (1) avoid or minimize displacement by exploring alternative project designs, (2) avoid forced eviction by using negotiated agreements, (3) anticipate adverse social, economic and human rights impacts; and (4) provide appropriate disclosure of information and allow for the informed participation of those affected (Vanclay et al. 2015, 25). In practice, SIA practitioners not only consider monetary compensation for affected communities but also provide social assistance, trainings, and develop a Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF) to restore
affected communities’ livelihoods and living conditions (Vanclay et al. 2015, 24). The RPF outlines the project’s policy and general procedure regarding how land acquisition, resettlement, compensation, and livelihood restoration and enhancement will be undertaken (Vanclay et al. 2015, 25). There should be a detailed Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) for enacting the process of resettlement and providing a mechanism for determining who is eligible for compensation (Momtaz 2006). The urban renewal in HK connects with the discourse of project-induced displacement and resettlement; the reflections of international principles pertaining to resettlement and compensation provide insights for this study to evaluate the effectiveness of the SIA in the Blue House Revitalization Project to deal with affected residents’ housing needs.

To ensure best practice of SIA, commentators also suggest that the skillset of SIA practitioners should be expanded to (1) consider the human rights issues of affected residents under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Götzmann et al. 2016); (2) adopt multi-level analysis (e.g. local, national, and regional) to understand the complexity of actors’ interactions in the development; (3) consider good governance practices to steer both natural and human resources to achieve more positive policy outcomes (Vanclay and Esteves 2011); and (4) consider social impacts from the local context and devise community-led development plans (Vanclay et al. 2015).

*Incorporating ‘Right to the City’ concept to enrich the rights-based approach in SIA*

Although both the rights-based approach in SIA and Henri Lefebvre vision of ‘right to the city’ seek to develop more democratic and equal urban futures (Mayer 2012), the principles of SIA stress individual unity for human rights. However, the Lefebvrian vision understands ‘rights’ as collective actions to: (1) challenge the claims of the dominant development discourse (Mayer 2012) and (2) confront the totality of capitalist urbanization through class struggle (Harvey 2008). Although the concept of right to the city emerged under the backdrop of rapid urbanization in France, this concept has been implemented in Latin America (Brown 2013, 1) and written in the World Charter for the Right of City (2005, 2)
It is the collective right of the inhabitants of cities, in particular of the vulnerable and marginalized groups....this assumes the inclusion of the rights to work in equitable and satisfactory conditions; to establish and affiliate with unions; to social security, public health, clean drinking water, energy, public transportation, and other social services; to food, clothing, and adequate shelter; to quality public education and to culture; to information, political participation, peaceful coexistence, and access to justice; and the right to organize, gather, and manifest one’s opinion. It also includes respect to minorities; ethnic, racial, sexual and cultural plurality; and respect to migrants.

By Lefebvre’s explanation, ‘right to the city’ is a “superior form of rights: right to freedom, to individualization in socialization, to habit and to inhabit”. The right to (the city) as œuvre, to participation, and to appropriation (clearly distinct from the right to property) are implied in the right to the city (Lefebvre 1996, 173-174). Purcell (2003, 578) explains that the city as œuvre “refers to the city and urban space as a creative product of and context for the everyday life of its inhabitants”. In this sense, the value of urban space is to maximize the use value (i.e. house for daily living) rather than to maximize its for exchange value (i.e. house for economic speculation). The ‘right to the city’ concept, first introduced by Henri Lefebvre in the 1960s, has been promoted in urban policy to deliver collective rights to transform urban policy and futures (Fernandes 2007; Mayer 2009; Mitchell 2003; Omoegun 2015; Purcell, 2002). Although SIA practitioners appeal to protect the human rights of affected groups, current SIA studies have not interrogated how the role of government and the relationship of property produce power of expulsion, leading to social segregation in development projects (Blomley 2004; Staeheli and Mitchell 2008). Particularly, how the state’s authority discourse tends to strengthen the power of dominated groups (e.g. real estate developers), whilst further marginalizing unwanted groups (e.g. affected residents) through urban renewal processes.

Incorporating the concept of right to the city (Lefebvre 1996) opens up the theoretical terrain of SIA in three major ways. First, this concept not only helps SIA practitioners and planners to go beyond individualistic and property rights consideration, but it also extends the definition of ‘right’ as a collective policy outcome within the principle of equity and social justices (Harvey 2012). It not only helps the diffusion of the right to the city concept in SIA practice but also broadens the meanings of ‘rights’ in SIA theory. Second, the right to the city concept inspires SIA practitioners and planners to
critically evaluate the role of urban renewal authorities and evaluate the lived experiences of affected people in the development projects. This concept can open up more imaginations for planners to consider alternative urban developments (Tang 2008). This includes developing more public and inclusive urban space for marginalized groups and being aware of the problems of commodification and privatization in urban renewal processes. Third, it supports more Lefebvrian-inspired research in the HK context, with a focus on (1) Henri Lefebvre’s production of space to examine the spatial contestations in development projects (Kwok 1998; Ng et al. 2010) and (2) theoretical reflections on the implications of the Lefebvrian perspective on the non-west urban context (Tang 2014). However, currently there is a lack of study in incorporating thinking on ‘right to the city’ and affected residents’ perceptions to inform thinking on SIA in HK. Empirically, the SIA practice in the Blue House Revitalization Project provides insights for local and international SIA practitioners to understand the process and challenges of the SIA mechanism in HK. Commentators such as Tang et al. (2012, 91) critically reflect that the implementation of public engagement exercises in HK “are political technologies” to resolve the contradictions between the relentless demand on lands and the interests of affected residents during such urban renewal process. Tang (2008, 355-356) further explains that urban renewal processes in HK are “the outcome of negotiations between the government and LDC/URA” and “provides a mechanism for sharing the benefits accruing from development. Thus, the government benefits from improvement in the built environment and the URA [benefits] from the maximization of the market potential of redeveloped properties.” Tang’s argument helps us to critically question whether the assessment and reporting procedures of SIA can effectively address the deep-seated conflicts between affected residents’ right to living and pro-growth development – this is discussed in the following section.
Part two: The assessment procedures and report format in the HK’s SIA mechanism

The assessment procedures of SIA in HK

According to Paragraph 28 of the URS, the URA mainly evaluates the potential social impacts of a proposed project and the re-housing arrangements for the affected residents. The assessment of social impacts is mechanically conducted in two phases: (1) phase one assessment includes conducting a non-obtrusive assessment before the publication of the proposed project in the Government Gazette and (2) phase two assessment includes a detailed assessment after the proposed project has been published in the Government Gazette (Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau 2001). Phase one of the assessment aims to provide a general understanding of the affected community. As stated in Paragraph 30 of the URS, the non-obtrusive assessment comprises a web of elements (e.g. land use and social features) that assess the cultural, socio-economic, and environmental impacts towards the affected community.

Phase two of the assessment explores understandings of the socio-economic backgrounds of the affected residents, particularly the special needs of the elderly and children. To do so, government officials conduct a ‘Census and Assets Inventory Review’ (CAIR in short) survey and determine eligibility for compensation. Known in HK as a ‘freezing survey’, information on a wide range of issues (i.e. population and socio-economic features) and potential impacts (i.e. loss of jobs and social networks) are collected. The ‘CAIR’ surveys have to be conducted after a proposed project is published in the gazette, as stated in Paragraph 25 of the URS, in order to determine the eligibility of affected residents for compensations, re-housing needs and in order to evaluate the redevelopment impacts towards the community at large (Figure 1).
Figure 1: The mechanical assessment procedures of the SIA in HK. Source:
The format of the SIA report

The guidelines for URA/HKHA to prepare SIA reports are to identify potential impacts and address these with different mitigation packages. To note, it could be argued that these packages simplify affected residents’ problems, and in turn may not sufficiently address their actual needs (see Table 1). As required under Paragraph 31 of the URS, the SIA report examines a number of social aspects including population pattern, socio-economic characteristics, housing requirements, employment conditions, social networks, education needs of the children, and special needs of the underprivileged groups. To respond to these impacts, the function of the SIA report is to provide particular mitigation measures to ameliorate developmental impacts. The common practices of URA/HKHA are to provide financial and rehousing assistance for those affected residents. For example, the Hong Kong Housing Authority (HKHA) will assist the re-housing of those affected residents, while the Education and Manpower Bureau will provide school places for children who are affected by renewal projects (Urban Renewal Authority 2006). The author questions whether re-housing and providing school places sufficiently restores affected residents’ livelihood and living conditions? In the following section, the author employs the Blue House Revitalization Project as a case study to further evaluate the effectiveness of the SIA mechanism in HK in addressing residents’ needs.

Evaluate the effectiveness and challenges of the SIA mechanism in HK – The Blue House Revitalization Project

According to the HKHS, the Blue House Revitalization Project (H05-026) aims to preserve building heritages and revitalize local communities. The community in this project consists of nine tenement blocks (The Hong Kong Housing Society 2006) and one piece of open space. The Blue House project was named after the external walls of the buildings were painted blue in the 1990s (see Figure 2).
The Blue House is a single four-storey traditional Chinese tenement house, which was built in the 1920s. Under the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance, the Blue House was preserved and confirmed as a Grade 1 Historic building by the Antiquities Advisory Board in 2010, indicating that the building comprises invaluable historical and cultural values (The Antiquities Advisory Board, 2013). Particularly, these buildings reflect the collective histories of the Chinese medical services, post-war schooling, and chamber of commerce for fishmongers of the community (The Blue House Cluster 2011). Under a partnership between the URA and HKHS, they launched the development scheme of the Blue House project under Section 23 (1) and Section 25 of the URA Ordinances on 31 March 2006 (The Notices of Gazette H05-026, 2006).

The development objectives were to reinvigorate the community through the revitalization of deteriorated buildings and the preservation of historical buildings with architectural merits. The URA and HKHS intended to enhance the heritage values of the project area by preserving the existing structures and architectural details, and promoting local identity and culture (The Hong Kong Housing Society 2006). By reviewing the HKHS’s proposal (2006), the proposed development project was to revitalize three
historical buildings for commercial uses with the themes of traditional Chinese tea and medicine selling. The architectural features, such as wooden window frames and original floor tiles, would be retained, reflecting the previous uses within the project area and the surrounding environment. Work focused solely on the building outlook; according to the Schedule of Uses stated in the Development Scheme Plan (DSP), residential purpose was not included in the project. As a result, this indicated that the scheme area was mainly concerned with commercial purpose and property development to revitalize the area. In other words, the living rights of the affected residents were not considered, and existing residents in these buildings had to be relocated out of the scheme area. It was argued by St. James’ Settlement (a local-based social service agency which helps affected residents to negotiate with the URA/HKHS) that the heritage buildings should be preserved as ‘a cluster’ to preserve both the historic buildings and local community networks - indicative of the fact that the St. James’ settlement concerned the ‘rights to living’ of the tenants. In 2009, the Development Bureau (DEVB) launched the Blue House Cluster Revitalization Scheme (BHCRS), which allows three major Non-Profit-Making Organizations (NPOs) including St. James’ Settlement, Community Cultural Concern Institution and Heritage Hong Kong Foundation Limited to revitalize the Blue House Cluster. According to the BHCRS, “The tenants who opted to stay in the Cluster, the community network, and other intangible cultural elements are key elements in the preservation and revitalization of the Blue House Cluster” (The Blue House Cluster 2011, 2). When comparing the BHCRS to the URA/HKHA’s SIA report, the SIA report had not well considered the willingness of affected residents to continue living in the project site and the possibility to preserve their living style and community network (see Table 1).

Additionally, the development scheme involved the rezoning of the entire precinct to “Other Specific Uses (OU)” – annotated “Open Space and Historical Buildings Preserved for Cultural, Community, and Commercial Uses” (The H-15 Concern Group 2006). It would provide a total of approximately 220m² of open space in the project area, which would be obtained through the demolition of existing buildings including Orange House. The rezoning of land use became a conflicting issue between the URA/HKHA and the affected residents. This is because affected residents accused the URA/HKHA of gentrification and the privatization of open space for commercial use through rezoning
(H-15 Concern Group 2006).  Although two phases of the SIA have been launched, there are disparities in the consideration of residence needs, social networks and public consultations between the URA/HKHA report and the needs of the affected residents (see Table 1). By reviewing the summary of 53 residents representatives’ comments in Town Planning Board Paper No. 7724 on the Blue House project, resident representatives responded that the SIA report is inadequate to address the needs of affected residents because it did not consider affected residents’ choice to stay (see Table 1, column 1). Concerning the impacts on social network, the SIA report informed that there is a ‘likely impact’ on social network; however, by contrast, all of the resident representatives commented that the SIA report did not emphasis on the preservation of community network (see Table 1, column 2). Although the SIA report stated that mainly affected residents are interviewed, the resident representatives questioned about the effectiveness of public consultation in the SIA mechanism by claiming that there is lack of ‘extensive’ public consultation and communication with the affected stakeholders (see Table 1, column 3).

Table 1. Comparing the overview of impacts assessed in SIA report with the summary of affected residents’ needs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIA report</th>
<th>Affected residents’ needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(1) Impacts on residence</strong></td>
<td>Resident representatives No.1 to 41, 43, 46 and 48’ commented: “The SIA is inadequate to address the concern of the affected community. Residents are only allowed to choose between rehousing and compensation. They should be offered a choice to stay (TPB Paper No. 7724 on 8.12.2006, 3, my emphasis).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URA/HKHA informed “the existing compensation and rehousing policies and procedures of the URA are reasonably sufficient to mitigate the impact on residents (The H05-026: SIA report, 2006, 15, my emphasis).”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(2) Impacts on social network</strong></td>
<td>Resident representatives No.1 to 53 commented: “There is no emphasis on the preservation of the living style and community network of the grass-roots. Representatives request a more effective SIA should be conducted (TPB Paper No. 7724 on 8.12.2006, 3, my emphasis).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URA/HKHA explained “there is a likely impact on affected residents’ social networks...there is a need to help affected residents to find and adopt to new community (The H05-026: SIA report, 2006, 9-10, my emphasis).”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(3) Adequacy of public consultation

URA/HKHA described mainly affected residents are interviewed, “among the 14 surveyed units, 28(51%) out of a total of 55 households were interviewed and their opinion and data formed the basis of [the] SIA report (The H05-026: SIA report, 2006, 3, my emphasis).”

Resident representatives No.1 to 35, 43, 46 and 48 commented: “There is a lack of extensive public consultation and communication with the affected stakeholders and the public (TPB Paper No. 7724 on 8.12.2006, 3-4, my emphasis).”

The Blue House’s affected residents launched the counter-proposal

In response to the contrasting views with the SIA report and HKHS/URA development scheme, the Blue House Community Preservation Committee (BHCPC), comprised of Blue House residents’ representatives, academics, social workers from the St. James’ Settlement, and some members of the Wan Chai District Board, launched a counter-proposal to claim the ‘rights to living’ for the affected residents. Particularly, the BHCPC conducted various public consultations, focus group meetings, and workshops to explore the principles of community conservation and exercise the right to the city concept (Tang et al. 2009; H-15 Concern Group 2006). In BHCPC, there were complimentary roles among academics, social workers, and residents’ representatives to develop and exercise the concept of right to the city. The academics introduced the concept of right to the city to inspire the community to reclaim their ‘rights to living’ through workshops and focus group meetings; while the social workers and residents’ representatives provided leadership to organize community members to reclaim their ‘rights to living’ through organizing social campaigns and demonstrations, and challenging URA/HKHA’s proposals in public forums and hearings. Social workers and residents’ representative even went further to establish the ‘Blue House Living Museum’ and organize ‘community tour’ to demonstrate the cultural landscapes and introduce the ‘rights to living’ to the general public in HK. Finally, BHCPC not only opened up a new possibility for affected residents to reclaim their rights to the city but they also co-produced a counter proposal to demand ‘rights to living’, ‘rights to participate in planning design’, and ‘rights to monitor the SIA process’ in the Blue House Revitalization Project. Although two phases of the SIA have been launched, the considerations of the residents’ ‘rights to living’ and ‘rights to participate in planning design’ are not well addressed in the URA/HKHA’s mitigation measures in the SIA reports (see Table 1). Therefore, the
BHCPC’s counter-proposal questioned the meanings of revitalization and whether it should include considerations of the (1) living rights of the affected residents and (2) allowing affected residents to return to the Blue House after revitalization. The affected residents and BHCPC did not accept the development scheme proposed by the URA and HKHA. This pushed the Blue House Revitalization Project into a seesaw battle. According to one local activist,

Until 2009, the URA/HKHS finally gave up the Blue House Revitalization Project and transferred the development plan to the Development Bureau (DEVB). The DEVB invited non-profit organizations to bid for the Blue House project. As a result, there were totally three non-profit making organizations NPOs) submitted tenders for the Blue House project (In-depth interview, ID: BH003, 2013) (Direct Translation).

Until mid-2009, the DEVB accepted the affected residents’ proposal of “retaining the buildings and its sitting tenants” and allowed an NPO to bid for the project and join hands with the government to revitalize the Blue House Cluster (The Blue House Cluster 2011, 1). In August 2009, the Secretary for DEVB granted an approval-in-principle to the St James’ Settlement-Viva Blue House Project (VBHP) (The Hong Kong Legislative Council 2010, 3). This restarted the revitalization of the Blue House cluster under a partnership scheme between the DEVB, the St. James’ Settlement, and the affected residents. The Viva Blue House Project (VBHP) aims at reclaiming the ‘living right’ of affected residents by offering affordable housing after revitalization. Additionally, the VBHP also provides affected residents with the ‘rights to participate in the planning design’ by (1) establishing a unit for exhibition and research about the importance of protecting ‘rights to living’ under pro-growth development in HK and (2) developing community-centered restaurants and community markets (The Hong Kong Legislative Council 2010, Appendix A, 10-11). All in all, the VBHP not only challenges the URA/HKHA’s development scheme but also demonstrates a collective action among affected residents, academics, and social workers to reclaim their ‘rights to living’ and ‘rights to participate in planning design’. Without the collective actions of affected residents, social workers, and academics in determining the kind of future development plan they want, affected residents would alternatively need to be rehoused or relocated by the URA/HKHA.
By critically reflecting on the Blue House Revitalization Project with affected residents’ comments and the right to the city concept, this study identifies five major challenges for the SIA mechanism in HK:

*Lack of sound assessment requirement and dependability*

Under the Urban Renewal Strategy (URS), SIA provides only general guidelines and principles. The phrase of SIA is not specifically stated within the Urban Renewal Authority Ordinance (URAO); instead the word “assessment” is used. For instance, under the URAO section 25 3B para 6 (2001, 11),

> an assessment by the Authority as to the likely effect of the implementation of the development project including, in relation to the residential accommodation of persons who will be displaced by the implementation of the development project, an assessment as to whether or not, insofar as suitable residential accommodation for such persons does not already exist…

Under the URS, the URA “should assess the impact of a proposed project” and “should be carried out in two phases”. However, there is lack of sound assessment requirement for the evaluation outcome because “there is no specific government department responsible to conduct SIA and provide opinions to the town planning board” (TPB—comment from the representative, 2006, 29). Furthermore, when questioned about the amendment of the Development Scheme Plan (DSP), the TPB replied to the community representative – “implementation issues such as rehousing, compensation and acquisition were outside the ambit of the Town Planning Ordinance and purview of the Board” (2007, 34). Without clearly defining the SIA’s procedures, methods, and report formats of the SIA in the URAO or Town Planning Ordinance, there is room for the URA and HKHS to interpret the principles and guidelines of SIA according to its value and judgement.

Also worthy of note is that the SIA is commissioned by the URA and HKHS itself rather than by independent third parties. In practice, on the date on which a project commences, the URA and HKHS staffs will conduct both the “Census and Assets Inventory Review (CAIR)” survey and SIA at the same time. According to the URS (2011, 15), a CAIR survey is a questionnaire used by the URA to examine the occupation status of property and determine whether the owner is entitled to receive compensation for property acquisition. When the CAIR survey and SIA are commissioned
simultaneously, this arrangement can cause confusion to the affected residents because both SIA and the CAIR survey are two separate studies, which fundamentally serve different purposes. Functionally, the purpose of the CAIR survey is to identify and register those “legal residents” who are living in the development scheme area. However, the purpose of SIA is to “assess the social impact of a proposed project and the social and rehousing needs of the residents affected” (URS 2011). When asked about the meanings and differences of the SIA and CAIR survey, one affected resident answered, “I am not sure when the CAIR survey was conducted…. Well, I just remembered some government staffs came to fill out the forms with me” (In-depth interview, ID: BH001, 2006). In fact, the above interview reflected that both the SIA and CAIR surveys are confusing and even affected residents did not realize that SIA had been conducted. A crosschecking interview was conducted with one Blue House activist, who said,

There are four major drawbacks of the SIA mechanisms in the URA and HKHS’s blue house project: firstly, there was too short period of time to conduct the SIA, specifically the survey was only conducted within two days. Therefore, some residents might not be interviewed or ignored due to this short conducting period. Secondly, there was no alternative for residents to retain their rights to stay and the only option was to relocate them to public housing estates….the CAIR survey acted like a legitimization process to facilitate the residents’ rehousing process though some residents were reluctant to move. Thirdly, there was a confusion to conduct both SIA and CAIR survey together because one was an assessment of the development toward the community at large, while the CAIR survey emphasized the rehousing assistance but without considering the social networks and living rights of the affected residents (In-depth interview, ID: BH003, 2013) (Direct Translation).

From the above activist’s comments, the major problem of the SIA mechanism in the Blue House project was that it was unable to retain the ‘living right’ of the affected residents, whilst the CAIR survey was conducted in a short period of time without considering social networks. Therefore, local residents and activists both questioned the legitimacy of the SIA process in the Blue House project. Even affected residents required URA/HKHA to re-conduct a more effective SIA and take into account the project’s surrounding areas (see Table 1).
The challenges for the social workers’ team to mitigate the social impacts

There are dilemmas and challenges for the URA and HKHA’s social worker team to mitigate the social impacts of the development project. In response to the criticism that the community interests were overlooked in the past urban redevelopment projects, social service teams were set up to provide assistance to the affected residents in the Blue House project under the contracts with the URA and HKHA. According to the (H05-026) SIA’s Report, the HKHS listed crucial remedy measures to tackle those forecasted social impacts – “The services offered by the social service team are reasonably sufficient to mitigate the impact on residents, business operators, and their employees” (2006, 15). Hence there are concerns about whether the social service teams can work independently to cater for the needs of the affected residents while satisfying the missions given by the URA and HKHA. One of the social workers commented,

Sometimes we acted like a cushion to responses both the needs of the affected residents and the URA’s projects’ principles and guidelines…we feel confusions in our roles and duties as social workers. And we experienced the dilemma and tension between preserving the community values and rehousing those affected residents. (In-depth interview, ID: KT 001, 2006, Direct Translation)

Under such contractual relationships with the URA and HKHA, the social service team becomes the scapegoat for blaming any mishandling of resettlement, unfair compensation, and upsetting living rights for the affected dwellers. In reality, the social service team serves as a buffer to distance the URA and HKHS from direct conflict with affected residents.

Narrow scope of assessment

The scopes of SIA practices in HK are narrow and the assessment variables are subjected to the URA and HKHS’s preferences. These variables include quantified population characteristics, socio-economic features, re-settlement consideration, employment information, and the social networks of the affected residents ((H05-026 SIA report 2006). The SIA reports incline toward quantitative analysis and enumerate the result in measurable indicators. As pointed out by the social worker who served the local district,
The current SIA mechanism ignores the measurement of the social dynamics, the community culture, the neighborhood relationships, and psychological changes of the individual affected by the scheme. (In-depth interview, ID: KT 001, 2006, Direct Translation)

In addition, the social worker also pointed out that the assessment procedure only assesses the social impact before the renewal and there is no ongoing assessment conducted during and after the redevelopment. As such, this mechanism is unable to address the cumulative or indirect impacts of before and after the urban renewal. In this sense, SIA in HK is just capturing a snapshot view of the project area without holistically evaluating the inter-relationships between the project area and its surrounding neighbourhoods. Tang et al. (2012, 103) explains that the narrow scope of assessment allows the government to direct the affected residents’ opinions “towards the technical items of concepts A and B”, in turn, enabling “the government to come up with a consensus, which was successfully legitimised as the collective view of” affected residents.

Limited alternatives for the affected dwellers and over-generalization of the SIA questionnaires

The main purpose of the people-centred approach stated in the URS is to improve the quality of life of residents in the urban area and to reduce the number of inadequately housed people (The Hong Kong Government 2001, 1). According to (H05-026) SIA report (2006), the SIA questionnaire did not provide an option to retain both the buildings and its sitting tenants. Therefore, affected residents could only choose to receive monetary compensations and rehousing arrangements; however, there was no alternative to retain their ‘living rights’ to stay in Blue House after revitalization. Additionally, affected residents commented, there was no choice for them to “continue residing within the area upon renovation of the existing building” and “there is no reasonable proposal made to address residents’ financial conditions and livelihoods after moving” (Town Planning Board, 2006, 1-2).

According to (H05-026) SIA Report (2006), the questionnaire evaluated the affected dwellers’ employment and economic impacts by using “yes or no” and “good or bad” categories. The author argues that the SIA report is over-generalizing the social
impacts caused by the redevelopment scheme. This overshadowed the unquantifiable and complex nature of social impacts. For instance, the URA and HKHA failed to address the attitudes and psychological changes of the affected dwellers towards employment and community relationships. Those related mitigation measures suggested by the URA and HKHA were “referred to the social service team to follow” ((H05-026) SIA’s report 2006, 8).

Conclusion

The Blue House Case vividly describes how a group of researchers, social workers and affected residents sought to claim their ‘rights to living’ and ‘rights to participate in planning design’ in a renewal project in HK. This is a collective action outcome to challenge the dominant discourse of project-induced displacement and reclaims affected residents’ collective rights to develop more inclusive space for themselves. In this process, we can see how the thinking of ‘right to the city’ inspires affected residents to exercise their collective actions to challenge the development claims by the URA/HKHA, reclaims their open space, and determines the future development plan of the Blue House Revitalization Project. The author concludes that, to a small extent, the SIA mechanism can effectively mitigate the social impacts of urban renewal in HK because of three major reasons: first, although the international principles of SIA practice emphasizes minimal displacement of local community, the dominant discourse of ‘pro-growth’ and ‘rehousing’ in the HK urban renewal process diminishes the effectiveness of the SIA mechanism to consider alternative project designs or avoid project-induced displacement. On the one hand, a rights-based approach SIA may not sufficiently consider the collective rights of the affected residents to continue living in the project area and determine the future development plan. On the other hand, the SIA mechanism in HK has not sufficiently questioned how the role of government and URA/HKHA has excluded and marginalized the needs of the affected residents. Inspirationally, the ‘right to the city’ concept motivates academics, affected residents, and local representatives to think beyond property rights by seeking collective ‘rights to living’. This demand not only opens up the
imaginations to consider alternative development formats but also reclaims their rights to ‘participate in planning design’ of the Blue House and open space usage.

Second, the international standards of the SIA practices stress effective participation through engaging affected residents to understand their needs. However, the delivery of the assessment procedure in HK is operated in a mechanical manner through conducting CAIR surveys; affected residents fill in a standardized form in order to express their concerns. The author concludes that this mechanical way of survey filling may not effectively address the needs of the affected residents for two major reasons: first, it cannot identify and resolve the engrained conflicts between the pro-growth development and residents’ needs. As I have highlighted in Table 1 there are disparities between the assessed impacts in SIA report and the actual needs of the affected residents. Particularly, affected residents’ demand for the rights to living was not considered in the SIA mechanism. Second, the author argues that the narrow scope of the SIA assessment procedure enables the URA/HKHA to draw consensus of affected residents, and in turn legitimize and initiate the urban renewal process.

Third, through the thinking of the ‘right to the city’ and affected residents’ comments, the author argues that SIA mechanism in HK is a technical practice of the URA/HKHA to selectively ameliorate the potential social impacts and maintain the efficiency of land production. Unlike most current debates on SIA, this research critically examines how the URA/HKHA legitimizes pro-development discourse displacement through the SIA mechanism. Although the SIA mechanism demonstrates the dominant discourse of displacement, affected residents exercised collective power of opposition to reclaim their rights to living and to determine the future design of the development plan. For international SIA practitioners, the Blue House case not only enriches the theoretical understanding of SIA by questioning whether the definition of rights should not merely be based on ‘property’, but ought to be further extended to include Lefebvre’s right to the city, to consider the definitions of rights as a collective policy outcome and respect the affected residents’ rights to living.

To improve the SIA mechanism in HK, it is necessary to develop a complete set of principles and legal enforcement for the implementation of SIA by considering four major areas: (1) define the development values, impacts, and mitigation measures of the
proposed development project, (2) provide mandatory instructions and steps for the implementation of SIA, particularly developing a Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP) to consider potential impacts holistically, including dispensation of harms and benefits, mitigation strategies, governance structure, and on-going monitoring procedures (Vanclay and Esteves, 2011, 11-12); and (3) protect the rights to the city (i.e. living rights) of the affected residents by drafting the Impact and Benefit Agreements (IBAs) between developers and affected residents. The URA can consider drafting an IBA to negotiate between the developers and affected residents on the development plan, procedures, impacts, and expected benefits and harms after the development. The IBA not only reduces the top-down technocratic control on HK planning system but also provides more room for affected residents to participate in urban renewal and revitalization processes. More importantly, the IBA can help affected residents monitor the SIA process and the process of the urban renewal.
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1 The CAIR survey also investigates the re-housing needs and preferences of the residents and tenants. It
assists in the work of the associated authorities such as the Housing Authority and the Hong Kong Housing
Society (HKHS) during the acquisition and re-housing stages.

2 According to the Conserve and Revitalise Hong Kong Heritage (2016), Community Cultural Concern is a
charitable institution established in 2006

3 According to the Conserve and Revitalise Hong Kong Heritage (2016), Heritage Hong Kong Foundation
Limited is a charitable institution which was established in 2006 aiming at raising public concerns on
heritage and cultural concerns

4 The St. James’ Settlement is a non-government organization; provides social services, in Wan Chai
District. Social workers in the community development team in St. James’ Settlement actively participated
in the Blue House preservation campaign and facilitated affected residents to draft out alternative
development proposals for the Blue House development.

5 The aim to conduct CAIR survey is to determine eligibility for ex gratia allowance and re-housing. This
survey can prevent and deter imposters from taking residence in the project area afterwards and abusing the
re-housing scheme (Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau 2001, 9).